Directions to the Ross Building

Driving from Tel Aviv

Begin South: from 443 and HaArazim Tunnel Recommended!

Walking from Cent. Bus Station

Begin South

Entrances to Jlem from West

443

Towards Maale Edomin

Route 1

Begin South

Motza Int.

Route 1

Begin South

Directions to the Ross Building from West

Driving from Tel Aviv

Begin South: from 443 and HaArazim Tunnel Recommended!

Walking from Cent. Bus Station

Begin South

Entrances to Jlem from West

443

Towards Maale Edomin

Route 1

Begin South

Motza Int.

Route 1

Begin South

Givat Mordekhai Int.

T. Light

Ross Bldg

South Gate

Bus Stations

Entrance

Main Gate